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The purpose of this article is to describe a procedure for deter-

mining an optimal individualized instructional program. The model

(see Figure 1) incorporates certain critical features lacking in

many contemporary schemes: it proceeds in a systematic manner; it

addresses the interaction of ccgnitive processes and instructional

task deman it provides for continuous evaluation and modification;

and it deals with measurable behaviors.

The model is divided into three components (adapted from Tuck-

man and Edwards, 1973). The first component, analysis, contains

the following three activities: GO the determination of post-

instructional behaviors, (2) the translation of these behaviors

into behavioral objectives, and 3) a specification of a sequence

for the presentation of the objectives. Following analysis is

-sYnthesis, which involves: GO an analysis of learner competencies

and processes (2) an analysis of task demands, and (3) an analysis

of the instructional set The outcomes of each of these analys s

are integrated into an actual instructional program. The instruc-

tional program, along with evaluation and medifcation, compr

the fina/ canponent of the model, operation.
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The rønainder of this article details each of these activities.

Insert Ficure 1 Here

LNLLgyl

1. §2-22if122IL72n of Po t-Ilistructional Behaviors

The educational process consists of providing a series of environ-

ts that permit a student to acquire new behaviors or modify

existing behaviors Within this context learning is defined

the exhibition of new behaviors, resulting from instructional

influences, which are demonstrated at a satisfactory level of cam-

petence and regularity under appropriate circumstances. When

learning is viewed in this manner it becomes apparent that the

initial step in the implementation of any instructional program

must be a determination of the behaviors a student will display

if inStruction has been successful.

The belief that an instructional program should be initiated by

specifying terminal behaviors represents a departure from the

typick techniques used in instructional development. The

andel begins by asking 'What behaviors will indicate that learning

has taken place?' as opposed to 'What should we begin teaching?'

This approach is based upon the prottise that only when terminal

behaviors are specified at the onset of instruction can



tional suences he desi

se behaviors.
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ifically to aid in the attain-

7rmirel kwhaviors can be approached on two levels. The

first, most abstract, level includes the long-term glebal goals

of education. Lttainrnent of these behaviors is often the pro-

duct of many years of schooling. Examples of behaviors at this

level are:

1. the sthdent displays the frarnent * skills of

and

2. the student displays a knowledge of civics

. the student displays an understanding of astronanical concepts.

Gleba' behaviors are too broad to be successfully translated

into short-term instructional programs. As a result these behaviors

must be rewiitten as a series of specific behaviors which ir:icate

the terminal perfozmance capabilities of students completing a

'single instructional unit. For example, the first global behavior

above could be divided into specific behaviors such as:

1. Can name and recognize letters of the alphabet.

2. Gan write a simple letter or paragraph.

3. Can understand and answer inferential questions.

It is on this level that descriptions of terminal behaviors should

Inwritten. The increase in specificity over global behaviors

aalcws amorefinite determination of appropriate instructional

activities.
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terminal behaviors have been determined, it is

then necessary to ascertain the cognitive level at which

those behaviors.occur. This is necessary if the instructional'

sequence is to contain all the appropriate prerequisite skills.

The most applicable description of the levels cf cognitive

functioning is found in the Taxono of Educational Objectives

(Bloom, 1956).

The Taxonomy divides the cognitive domain into six levels,

rangi from kncwledge (the lowest level) to evaluation (the

highes level). The characteristics of each level are as

follow

Enowledge refers to the recall of specific or universal

facts, the recall of methods or processes, or the recall of

patterns, structures, or settings. Behaviors on this level

involve little more than 'bringing to mind' presented informa-

ti

pmah2Els,ion represents the lowest form of understanding.

Behaviors on this level require the student to rephrase know-

ledge accurately or to explain or summarize in his own words.

ErtlisLiRa involves the use of abstractions in parti

or concrete situations. Student behaviors on this level indicate

that past leaxnang can be applied successfully to solve novel

problems.
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nalysis efers to the ability to break apart a concept or

canulnication into its constituent elements and the ability

indicate the interrelationships of the elements. A behavior

on this level involves being able to indicate (a) the organiza-

tion of a stimulus, m the way in which the communication

conveyed its effects, and (c) the interrelationship of the

communi -tion's parts.

Synthesis is the ability to arrange pieces of elements in

such a way as to create a novel pattern or structure. Behaviors

on this level indicate that a student can assemble discreet

elements to form a unified structure.

EValuatlon involves making qualitative or quantative judge-

ments according to a predetermined set of criteria. The student

displays evaluation behaviors when he is able to determine the

adequacy of a stimulus along selected dimensions.

In sum, the first step of the model requires the determination

of post-ins ctional behaviors along with the cognitive level at

which those behaviors will occur. The more clearly defined the

terminal behaviors are the more effectively the instructional

materials and. sequenc

2. Translation of Terminal Behaviors into Behavioral Cbjectiv

A behavioral objective is a statanent which specifies a

testable condition. An objective, if it is to be useful, must

describe a behavior in a manner such that all who read the des-



ption can agree whether or not a thdent 's actions sati

efined criteria. The type of statenent required, there-

fore, must contain the following components: it must contain

a statement of performance (usually employing an action verb);

must contain a statement of the conditions under which the

Ormance is to cur; and it must contain a statement against

wilich the performance is to be evaluated. (Mager, 1962) Examples

of acceptably and nonacceptably written objectives are shown in

Table 1.

Insert Table 1 Here

BehavIoral objectives are viewed not as a collection of end

points in an instructional program but rather as steps in the

trtal learning process. When used in this content, objactives

allow an instructor to Start with 'what should the curriculum

be' as opposed to 'what is the current curricular structure'.

The model requires that the behaviors specified as the

outcomes of a successful instructional program be analyzed

as to their canpnrit skills, with each skill then being re-

written as a behavioral objective. The translation of terminal

behaviors into behavioral objectives allows-one to readily

determane the behaviors relevant to the instructional task.
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Additionally, this procedure greatly clarifies the type of

learning to be undertaken and the required conditions of

learning and subsequent evaluation. An illustration of

the translation process is provided in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 Here

cing of Behavioral Objectives

Structural analysis (Ttckman, 1968) is a technique for

specifying the sequential relationships among a set of behavioral

objectives. This approach makes possible the specification of a

sequence of instructional objectives, that when arranged in a

prespecified log cal order, maximizes movement fru(' entry into

the sequence to the attainment of thc final terminal behavior.

Structural analysis is based upon two major premises.

First, learning is viewed as a sequential process where the

attainment of complex behaviors is dependent upon the acquisition

of the prerequisite lower order skills. Second, the establishment

of an appropriate sequence is rearde as one of the essential

'conditions governing learning. (cf. Bloom, 1971; Gagne,1970)

The importance of determining the sequence of instructional

elanentá lies in the fact that it enables one to avoid omitting

essential steps in the acquisition of knowledge. Since each
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skill has been identified as such because it is

hypothesi ed to contribute to the learning of a related

hi skill it follows that higher-order behaviors

will be more readily acquired if the sutordinate skills have

been learned and are available for recall. The sequence,

therefore, identifies the ordered relationship of a set

skills where substantial amounts of positive transfer is

expected from lower-order skills to connected ones of a

higher position.

This phase of the model requires a determination of the

terrela _ nships of the members in the set of previously

defisied objectiv A logical sequence for the objectives

can be arranged if, for each objective the following ques-

tions are answered:

1. Which objectives in the set must be mastered before

skill can be taught?

TO which obj ctives in the set is

site.

Which objectives in the set are not hierarchically

reiated to this skill.

1 a prerequi-
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The procedure for determining the interrelationships of

objectives is illustrated in Figure 2. An instructional

hierarchy is shown in Figure 3.

Insert Figure 2 Here

Insert Figure 3 Here

II. 12011mLE

1. Mal sis of Learner Canretencies axxi Processes

The majori students in any classroom have the

potential to acquire the terminal behaviors considered

to be the desirable products of instruction. It is there-

fore the resorisibilij of the Instructional planner to

determine a procedure by which any student will be ah ; to

acquire these behaviors.

The iristiuctional suence leading to the desired

terminal behav.Lors can be operationalized in two ways.

The first method approaches the class as a whole as the

recipient of Instruction, with all students proceeding

at the same pace on the same materials, at-the same
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objective level. Carroll(1963) regard to this method,

has pointed cut that if the students are normally distri-

buted with respect to aptitude for the subject and all are

provided with exactly the same instruction, the end result

will he a normal distribution on an appropriate measure of

achievEment. Furthermore, the relation between aptitude

and achievement will be fairly high (approaching a corre-

lation of approcimately .70).

%Idle the idea of a normal distribution of perfonrarce

within any particular classroom has coma to be accepted in

educational practice, it is necessary to realize that there

sacred ahout this distribution. As Bloom (1971)

has stated, 'Education is a eful activity, and we seek

to have the student's learn what we have to teach. If we

are effective in our instruction, the distribution of achieve-

ment should be very different frcm the normal curve. In fact,

we may even insist that our E.ducational efforts have been

unsuccessful to the extant that the distribution of achievement

approximates the normal distribution.". (p.44)

The primary cause of failure for many sbadents results fruit

the fact that they are placed at a level in the instructional

ence for which they have not mastered the prerequisite

skills. If the instructional approach is hased upon the strategy
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onsideration individual differences 1I1 learners,

quite different learning outcomes Occur. ,When the type and

quality of instruction ahd the amount of time availab e for

learning is made appropriate to the characteristics and needs

of eadh student a majority of students may be expected to

achieve mastery of the subject. Further, the relationship

between aptitude and achievement approaches zero. (Carroll,

1963)

Effective instructwnal prcgrarns are prediced upon

providing instruction specific to the needs of each student.

This phase of the mcdel, therefore, requires that a determi-

nation be made of each student's ccznpetencies, in order that

each may be placed at the appropriate level Ln the instructional

sequence. Tests must be admimisltmad which provide information

on the skills already possessed by a student before he

instructional sequence.

The type of tests,required in this system are criteribn-

referenced tests. "Pi criterion-referenced test is one that

is deliberately constriacted to yield measurements that are

directly interpretable in terms of specified performance

standards. (Glaser and Nitko, 1971, p.653) In order to

satisfy this definition, criterion-referenced tests must
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liave the following characteristics (Nitko, 1974):

1. The classes of behaviors that define different aehiev ent

levels are specified as clearly as possible before the

test is constructed.

2. Each behavior class is defined by a set of test tasks in

which the behaviors can be displayed in terms of all their

Important nuances.

the classes of behavior have been specified and that

the'test situations have been defined, a representative

sampling plan is designed and used to select the test tasks

that will appear on any form of the test.

4. The obtained score must be capable of expressing objectively

and meaningfully the individuals performance characteristics

these classes of behavior.

Ctiterion-referenced tests are therefore constructed to supply

information about a student's performance relative to

domain of tasks.

The major problem involved in constructing items for criterion-

referenced tests is the design of test tasks that are clearly

neuters of the relevant domain. In their ideal form, the tasks to

be performed are representative samples of tasks that are the obje

tives of instruction at a particular stage in the instructional

ence. Thereader is directed to: Glaser and Nitko, 1971;
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Davis and Diamond 1974 for detailed guidelLnes relating to the

construction of test items.

Once the test items have been generated, it is necess

op a test procedure that will, as qickly as possible, locate

a pupil's performance level at the appropriate position in the

instructional sequence. A. procedure designed to lish this

task has been presented by Ferguson (1970).

The procedure attempts to place a student at an objective

el in a manner -ch that if he were tested on all those objec

tives at that location he would &nonstrate mastery, and if he

were tested on all those objectives above that location he would

dnstrate lack of mastery. Here, Nostery is defined as a stud-.-:

a sufficient number of correct responses on the sample c-

test items presented to support the gemeralization . . that he

has attained the desired, prespecified degree of proficiency with

to the domain." (Glazer and NItko 971, p.641) Ferguson

t the most effective procedure ums to begin tasting objec-

tives in the middle of the hierarchy, and then, depending upon the

stmdent's responses, test either a higher or lower objective. The

determination as to which objective to test next is governed by

the criteria presented in Table 3. (adapted from Nitko, 1974).
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irLsert Table 3 Here

The placement of a student at the proper objective

-tructional secuence is necessary is ixi-tnictiäri is to he

appropriate to the student's competencies. However, if instruction

is to be maximally useful and relevant it is also necessary

to determine the underlying processes responsible for Incorrect

responses on the criterion-referenced tests. Analyses rust be

performed to ascertain the causes of erro

An error analysis entails a review of all incorrect items on a test

in order to discover patterns of errors. The procedure involves

making a determination of the processes us ed by the student to

move from the stimulus (the test question) to the response (the answer

to the test tion). Error analysis allows instruction to be

individualized to the needs of different students operating at the same

objective level. An example of an error analysis in mathematics is shown

Table 4.
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Insert Table 4 Here
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2. Analysis of Materials

Instructional materials are most effective in guiding learning

if (1) they are of high quality, and (2) the characteristics of the

materials are related to the needs of the learner. Am a result, it

is necessary for the instructional planner to make an analysis of the

strengths and weaknesses of all materials employed. This section

describes a framework for perfoning this analysis.

Tyler and Klein (1974) have presented a ;eries of crlteri

ch to ascertain the level of quality of ally instructional material.

mcst important are:

Cbjectivea should bespecified operationally. This criteria is

based upon the premise that it is the behaviors of students that

should be tbe concern of=education. It is believed that only a

.clear minception ofdesired behaviors allows for the constructi

of s.,relevant and appropriate curricibun

The v4ue of.8bjectives must be substantiated. The product

developer must present documentation in regard to the value 'of
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yes chosen. This entails defirdng the basis of objective

selection, the reiationship of the objectives to the subject area, and

the procedure by which the objectives were derived.

Objectives should be consistent with each other. Underlying this

ommendation is the belief that consis essary if learners

are to consolidate gains in behavior over a period of time. Objectives

that are contradictory will result in conflicting behaviors and poor

Learninq .._stz11.Fitie__doubedirectirelatedto the behavicr and

content of the specified objectives. The materials must be examined in

regard to the appropriateness of activities. This criteria is Lesed

upon the belief that the means of learning should be directly el-

to the desired terminal behavior.

activities must be arrangei so that tbe behavior o

studtiertevelo. This recousendation is based upon the assmption

that the most sigrdficant c in behavior do not occur as a

equence cf a few encounters. Rather, there is a need for

frequent exposures to appropriate learning activities.

Technical anual s should cite sources of available evidence to

do_s_pment_claanimsmadeabouteffectivenessandefficien. Product
4

developers must provide information relating not only to the.product's

studies, but evidence from other carefully documented studi

Evaluative studies should be described in a clear, straightfomard

manner.

1 8
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utilize. Materials ray

behaviors of teachers quite different from those they presently

possess. Nea behaviors uust be described so that the materials can

be effectively utilized.

Ulm a set of materials have been selected it is then necessary

to perform an analysis to determine the point in the instructional

equence at which they are most relevant, applJ mble, and appropriate.

The instructional material used must be thatipthich provides activities

naximally related to the objective and desired behavior.

Quality of instruction has typically been defined in terms o.

good and poor teaching teacher characteristics, instrucLicmaluuterials

,and carricultm - all as related to group processes. Instructioral

7

pJ t in asking questions of the form:

1. What is the best teacher for the group?

2. alatis the best method of inStruction for the group?'

3. What is 'the best instrUdtional material for the group?

Manly, this approach is in opposition to the approach adapted by

tkomodel..
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The rre1 is founded upon the assumption that individual

students may need very different types and qualities of imstruction

order to attain a set of desired terminal behaviors. That is,

the same content and objectives learned 1w diff Brent students

the results of very different types of instruction. There is

eviden e for example, that some students learn quite well through

independ t study while others need highly structured instructional

situatio Congreve, 1965). Further, it appears reasonable to eXpect

that some students will need more concrete illustrations and

explanations than will others, same will need more examples to get

an idea than others, same will need more approval and reinforcement

than others, and same may need to have several repetitions of an

explanationutile others ray be able to grasp it on the first

presentation (Bloom, 1971).

This p see of the model requires the instructional planner to

determine the instructional needs of each student. This is in

accordence With Cariull (1963) who defines the quality of instruction

in terms of the degree to which the presentation, explanation, and

ordering of elements of the task to be learned approach the optimum for

a given leainer. the diagnosis of a student's instructional needs

is a complex process, a discussion of which is beyond the scope of this

article. The reader is directed to Bloom, 1971; G3aser and Nitko, 1971;

Barris and Sipay, 1975; and Ashlock, 1976 for detailed discussions in

this area.
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Ill. Pperation

1. Instruction

The implementation of an effective instructional program entails

relating the decisions reached in the synthesis phase of the model. The

information on learner competencies and processes, materials, and

instructional options must be correlated in order to provide an

instructional condition appropriate to each specific learner. When

correlated correctly, each student uri_11 receive an instructional

program designed to meet his specific characteristics.

2. I, -aluatdon

el requires that as a student proceeds within his instructional

program his performance be monitored and assessed at established

decision points. Achievement reasures similar to those used for initial

placement must be obtained. This information collected indicates

er a learning critPrian has been achieved, and if not, further tells

t respect the criterian perfonnance has not been attained. If

appropriately done, teaching, instruction, and testing should all fade

to one another.

Testing information is used by the student and teacher

decisions about future instructional needs. The evaluation can

detammine one of three courses of action, d student's

perfonpance. First, it can indicate that the objective has been

mastered, and that the student is ready to proceed to the next level.

Second, it can indicate that learning is proceeding but incomplete,

and additional time and instructional reinforcatient is needed. Finally,

21
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itmay indicate that no learning has taken pla, and. a reanalysis

of student placement materials instructional mode is needed.

This decision-making procedure is illustrated in Figure4.

Insert Figure 4 Here

The instructional model presented is an attaupt to set forth a

set of general ruirements governing the creation of an effective

instructional program. However, the success of any model is limited

by certain constraints. These include: the extent to which proposed

learning hierarchies are psychologically real; the extent to which

individwa differences in ability and learning,characteristics arc

accurately dia and the extent to wich alternative instructional

techniques and educational experiences are developed which are

adaptive to the Lndividual characterisUcs of each learner. The success

of any program is directly related to the extent to which these criteria

are satisfied.
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1. Given a set of sentences containing uncapitalized nouns, the student will

correctly identify all ncuns that should be capitalized.

2. Given a linear algebraic equation with one unknown, the student will be able

_rrectly solve for'the unknown without the aid of tables or calculators.

given the opportunity to'display a piece of classwork, the Student will

give evidence of positive self-concept be voluntarily posting his work.

4. The learner will show his ability to writeaparagraph of 100 words or less

on any-tepic selected from the lists on page 37 or 65 of the text. The paragraph

must meet the five standards discussed in class. The writing must be done during one

class period.

5. The student will discriminate between simple and complex sentences by

separating a given set of illustrative sentences into these two categorics

90% accuracy.

UNACCEPABLY 10111LJ BEHAVIORAL OBJEC7aVES

1. The student will construct an instrLurient employing systematic programming for

recording observaticns of teaching activities. (NO standards are provided.)

2. TO ap:reciate various cultures of the world and to understand his responsibilities

and opportunity as a citizen of the worl living in a democracy. (rhe learner is

not designated; no standards are provided; the verb is ambiguous.)

The student will acquire basic skills and attitudes which enable him to

tion of cultural values. (Verb is ambiguous; no standards are provided.)

4. To ;mow five principles for judging paintings. (The learner is not dem.

standards are provided; verb is ambiguous.)

5. The student will reveal his knowledge of the Constitution. (Verb is ambi

26
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-ceptà1y az Unacceptably Written Bhviora1 Qbjectiv



1.

2. Solve

i7A10

4.

Skill Obdective

e area of a triangle 1. The student willl solve a

lem of computation of the

area of a triangle, given its

altitude and base as well as the

appropriate formula.

The student will solve nine out of

ten equations containing

umkncwns. The problems must be

solve in ten minutes.

one-syllable words 3. The student will be able to read

rrectly new one-syllable words

composed entirely of letter sounds

included in previous reading

instruction, given such new words

in printed form.

4. The student will be able to identify

given a map containing

peri1as and

resembling

landmasses

Table 2. An Illustration of the Translation of Desired Skills into Behavioral Objectives

28



Read Objective 1

Peed Objective 2

Objectives

Place the higher-order objective in the initial
position in the sequence

Read Next Objective

objective with skill in initial position
in the sequemce

Determine Relationship

If hi

Place in Lnitial position
in the sequence

If at s--e level

Place in a parallel
position in the sequence

27

If lower than

with next objective4
in the sequence

If Highehan If awer than

Place Are there any
objectives
left in the
sequence?

4,

No Yes

Place at
end of
sequence

Axe there any objectives
left to be placed?

-Yes

Figure A Program for DetermLning the Sequential Relationships of a set of

Behavioral Objectives
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adds two-digit numbers
with regrouping to the-
tens or hundreds place;
two to four addends

igit numbers
vith regrouping to the

or hundreds place;
addends

lumn addition
no regrouping;
to four digits;
to five addends

dition
with no regrouping;
boa addends with
three and four digit
combinations

the sums tor column
addition using three to
five single digit addends

blems related tip

le digit
tions by

tiples of ten

gure 3. An Instructional Hierarcy in Nathanatics (adapt1 f

30

n, 1970)



Performance

Mastery

Level of Performance

Very fed or no errors;

No weaknesses displayed

Test

Test highest

skill in sequence

Sane difficulty on tasks;

nimal number of correct

responses

Test skill midway bebdeen

this skill nd highest

sk111 in sequence

Nonmastery

Some arrect ansders;

entary understaL

Test skill midway

this skill and lowest

skill in sevence

few or no correct Test lowest untested

skill in sequence

Table 3 . teria for Detenining a Test Level



PROBLEM SET 1

Student A 74 35 67 56

+56 +92 +18 +97

1210 127 715 1413

B 74 35 67 56

+56 +92 +18 +97

111 19 715 117

Resultz of Error Analysis:

Student A adds and records total of ones place then a

total of tens place

Stud- -- adds in reverse o

tens place and carries

down sum

.P BMA SET 2

Stodent C 27

x4

88

27

18 24

34 100

18 24

Page 30

ens place, puts down figure in

ones place, adds ones -Ind

x4 x3 x5

828 324 816

Results of Erior Analysis:

StAident C-- does not carry; nniltiplies ones place, finds product, writes

number of in ones position of pr:duct, multiplies tens

writes down product 32



Page 31

ltiplies and reorc s prcdu of ones place then rnultipjj es

records product of tens p

Table 4. Error Analysis in MathenatJcs



Yes

rm EValuation

Page 32

in inztruction
on the next highest

objective

Figure 4.

Go to new I
sequence I

nation

Evaluate. progress
wird responses

tezmine effectiveness
_ent program

tinue Instruction


